
Our Explosion, Feffte Woffle, Schooner a rtf Çmbree ore lour of the longeet In 
the Mort times. Then we heve the Bsever, Roeebowl, Sissy end Crezy Creek I 
Id lets Way, Herdwey, Eesywey, Chute, Heedwell end Garden Path are some 
mere shales runs.

Meek,' even our ski lifts are mere than three-quarters of a mile long.

Make your ski dollar ski further. SKI WENTWORTH.

SKI THE LONGER TRAILS
Ski Wentworth Snophonoa for snow conditions are:

Halifax 423-8626, Truro 896-3610, Wentworth 648-2808, Moncton 389-3410
1983 - 84 Ski Season Rate Schedule

Dolly Lift RatesBasson Peas Rotes
POSTMARKED BEFORE OCT. 1, 1963
Infant (6 years A under) .................................
Olid (ages 7 to 10) ..........................................
Junior (agee 11 to IS) ....................................
Senior (19 years and over)................................

all day to daySATURDAY, SUNDAY & DEC. 26 to JAN. 3
Infant (6 years A under) ...............................
Child (agee 7 to 10) .........................................
Junior (agee 11 to 16)..........................................
Senior (19 years A over)......................................

Free
Free « 4.00S 6.00 

10.00 
13.00

I 60.00 
90.00 

136.00

7.00
10.00

WEEK-DAYS (OTHER THAN ABOVE)
Infant 16 years A under) Free

POSTMARKED AFTER OCT. 1, 1963
Infant (6 years A under).........................
Child (agee 7 to 10) ............................
Junior (agee 11 to 18) ...........................
Senior (19 years A over).........................

94 00Child (iagee 7 to 10);............
Junior (agee 11 to 18)
Senior (19 years A over)......
DAILY ROPE TOW TICKET 
Infant 0 years A under)
All others ........ ..............

Season Pass Includes unlimited use of 2 T-Bare and 1 Tow Rope, and Club Membership.

$ 5.00Free 7.009.00$ 70.00 
115.00 
166.00

9.0011.00

Free
$4.00

Club Membership [not Including lift privileges] provides benefits such as fun use of club premises, 
receipt of newsletter, CSA membership, and participation In Club social activities. Dues per 
senior $25.00, all others $10.00.

The purchase of a dally lift ticket entitles the holder to become a member and 
enjoy membership privileges for that day.

SKI Wentworth 
P.O. Box 45 
Armdale, N.S. 
B3L 4J7

APPLICATION FORM FOR SEASONS PASS: Complete and mall to:

NAME

ADDRESS
AGE IF UNDER 19 

BEFORE DEC. 1st., 1982
PRICE OF 

SEASON'S PASSGiven Names

$1.

$2.

$

$

Totals....
D Unable to Join In any capacity but would like to remain on mailing list

r skiwettfworth WHERE BIGGER 6 DEFIMTOLY BETTB C ) CKDU SUMMER PLAYLIST 1

Summer 1983DAL RADIO

ARTIST
1. TALKING HEADS
2. TEARS FOR FEARS
3. RATIONAL 

YOUTH
4. DAVID BOWIE
5. THE POLICE
6. PETER GABRIEL
7. NEW ORDER

TITLE
Speaking in Tongues 
The Hurting

LABEL
Sire
Vertigo

Cold War Night Life 
Let’s Dance 
Synchronicity 
Plays Live
Power, Corrupution
and Lies
War
You Gotta Say Yes To 
Another Excess 
Blue Monday 
The Luxury Gap

YUL
EMI
A&M
Geffen

Factory
Islanda U2 

9. YELLO
Elektra
Factory
Virgin

10. NEW ORDER
11. HEAVEN 17
12. MODERN 

ENGLISH
13. MARILLION

After the Snow 
Script For a Jester’s 
Tear
Niagara Falls 
Pleasure Victim 
Murmur

Vertigo

Capitol
Passport
Geffen

14. GREG HAWKES
15. BERLIN
16. R.E.M.
17. MEN WITHOUT 

HATS
18. TONY BANKS
19. Various Artists

1RS

Statik
Atlantic

Rhythm of Youth 
The Fugitive 
Burning Ambitions 
(A History of Punk) Cherry Red

20. ORCHESTRAL 
MANOEUVRES IN 
THE DARK

21. THE CURE
22. BAUHAUS

Virgin
Sire
Beggar’s
Banquet
London
Hansa
Atlantic
Mercury
Slash

Dazzle Ships 
Let’s Go To Bed 
The Sky’s Gone Out

Deep Sea Skiving 
Modern Lifestyle 
In Outer Space 
Modern Romans 
Violent Femmes 
Heartache Avenue

23. BANANARAMA
24. THE TWINS
25. SPARKS
26. THE CALL
27. VIOLENT FEMMES
28. THE MAISONETTES Ready Stea

dy Go
29. BOBMARLEYAND 

THE WAILERS
30. MODERN 

ROMANCE

IslandConfrontation

Trick of the Light Warner
Brothers

Compiled by Eric Taylor, Musk Director, CKDU
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Money, Money, Money
0

in a leather bag and collecting 
the resulting gold dust to the 
refusal of Argentina to repay cer
tain international loans after the 
Falkland Islands conflict.

The book explains complex 
international economic relation
ships with simple, easy to grasp 
examples. In addition, boxed 
anecdotes scattered throughout 
the text throw light on individual 
chapters’ subject matter, and give 
the reader welcome breaks from 
the text.

Aliber often uses analogy to 
make his point, whether it be 
comparing the dollar and Coca- 
Cola as international brand 
names, or comparing the opera
tions of overseas branches of 
domestic banks to Radio Caro
line (a commercial station that 
gets around England’s program
ming and licencing by being 
located on a tugboat in interna
tional waters).

This keeps the book's 
understandable and up-tempo. 
And with a book whose subject 
matter covers the ground from 
the role of Japan in the world 
economy to the relationship of 
Eastern-Bloc countries and West
ern markets to the demise of the 
Gold Standard, this is an admira
ble achievement indeed. Rating: 
a seven out of ten.

The Fed
by Maxwell Newton 
Times Books, 336 pages, 1983

culled from his years as Financial 
Editor of the New York Rost.

The problem is the book 
doesn’t work. There are many 
reasons for this, but the most 
important one is that Mr. New
ton is a monetarist. Monetarism

&The International Money Game 
by Robert Z. Aliber 
Basic Books, 356 pages, 1983 
(fourth edition) is the theory that inflation is 

caused by too much money 
entering the economy. This ideaBoth distributed in Canada by 

Fitzhenry and Whiteside, Toronto is repeated over and over again
on page after page. Monetarism 
is the magic wand that will elimi
nate inflation once and for all. 
The Fed’s policies are bad poli-

%SReviewed by A. D. Wright fSs&-Z-. VMaxwell Newton’s The Fed is a . .
book about the U.S. Federal c,es because they are not monet- (

Board, the monolithic arist Pohcies- Th,s we 1 be 
true; Mr. Newton does make a
pretty convincing case for it, but 
the effect while reading the book 
is one of chronic repetition.

Put simply, the case against the 
Fed goes like this: the Fed 
believes (with no visible evi
dence) that the most important 

Newton alleges that the Fed is priority is to control interest 
in fact an incompetent bureau- rates. When interest rates are 
cracy that is responsible for virtu- it means that money is
ally every major financial disaster tight, so the Fed releases money 
since 1913. He claims that due to (which it has the power to 
its misguided policies, the Fed create) to make money less tight

and drop the interest rates. 
When interest rates are down.

say that that is the tail wagging 
the dog and what should be con
trolled is the money supply. 
When there is less money, it is 
worth more, and interest rates 
stay low because lenders don't 
have to compensate for the 
decreasing worth of the money. 
This means that the Fed makes 
things worse by creting more 
money (and more inflation) just 
at the point where lenders are 
raising interest rates to make up 
for past inflation, which will in 
turn raise rates still higher.

While the author explains that 
they maintain this policy due to 
bureaucratic intertia to change, 
what is never clearly explained is 
why the Fed adopted this policy 
in the first place.

The Fed contains a lot ot 
information for those interested 
in the domestic economic 
upheavals of recent years, but 
reading it is heavy going. Rating: 
four out of ten.

Reserve
centerpiece of American finance. 
Created by the Federal Reserve 
Act of 1913, the Fed is supposed 
to regulate the value of the dollar 
and act as a "lender of last 
resort” to banks on the edge of 
collapse. The International Money 

Game by Robert Z. Aliber is 
another of those books inter
ested in explaining the mysteries 
of international finance to the 
layman. The sheer volume of 
information compressed into its 
344 pages makes it heavy going 
also.

.r- prose

made the Depression far worse 
than it need have been, and that 
the rampant inflation of the last the Fed feels moneV IS to° P'en''- 
twenty years is their fault. He and ta^es it in, raising the 
backs his claims with a wide interest rates. _

It gives an account of interna
tional finance from the days 
when a king would make money 
by shaking his realm's gold coins

Newton and the monetaristsassortment of graphs and facts
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